Presumably the cleanest drinking bottle on Earth

5 ARGUMENTS FOR SOULBOTTLES

1. Drinking water - in a plasticfree and conscious way
soulbottles are 100 % plasticfree drinking bottles made out of glass, ceramic,
stainless steel and natural caoutchouk. Thus, we proudly guarantee that your
potables stay free from any harmful ingredients whatsoever. Refilling your
soulbottle again and again with free tap water saves money and, by
avoiding plastic pollution, the whole planet, too.

2. Your everyday companion
With their carry handle soulbottles are handy and easy to take anywhere you go.
Plus, they are 100 % leak-proof, even if you fill in carbonated water or juice. soulbottles are dishwasher-proof (except the golden and silver ones, sorry!) and
their 29 mm drinking lid simplifies the drinking, cleaning and refilling.
To name just a few good reasons to get one!

3. Made in Germany – with
from Berlin
For us, made in Germany is more than a label: soulbottles are 100% produced
in Germany and assembled in Berlin. We avoid long transits, ensure a transparent, sustainable and fair manufacturing-process and guarantee
a complete carbon offset via myclimate.

4. Clean water for the world
We are aware that not everyone always has access to clean water. Therefore,
we partnered up with Viva con Agua St. Pauli e.V and Welthungerhilfe to
support the Nepali WASH project (= Water, Sanitation and Hygiene)
with a 1€ donation per soulmate sold.

5. Diversified Designs for all tastes
soulbottles are designed by international creatives. And we are working regularly on new designs hence the collection stays as varied as it is right now (and
as you like it).. We even opened up the opportunity to participate in creating a
beautiful sustainable product for everyone and all possible tastes.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

How are our prices calculated?
Every soulbottle is a unique individual, climateneutral produced in Germany.
High quality components count for us as much as their transparent sources
and fair manufacturing processes for everyone involved. A soulbottle is worth
its price. Altogether drinking tap water out of your soulmate remains
significantly more favorable than buying bottled water: it will take no
longer than a month for you to reclaim the costs.

How durable are soulbottles?
soulbottles are made out of glass. Normally they remain unharmed if you drop
them from low height on wooden or carpet floor. But unfortunately, dropping
it on stone or asphalt surfaces could break your beloved soulmate.
But we are convinced that you handle with care what you love.

How healthy is tap water?
As the subject to stricter guidelines than bottled water, tap water is regularly
and closely inspected in quality, mineral content and edibitly. Reach out to
your central water supply, if you feel insecure about the quality of your flats
tab water. And just in case, there are fabricated filter solutions against any
disliked aftertaste as well.

How much does a soulbottle weigh?
soulbottles are no lightweights: a 0,6 l soulbottle weighs 540 g with all
the bells and whistles - a 1,0 l soulbottle 780 g approximately
as much as your favorite book.

Could I fill in hot drinks?
You may fill in warm drinks if you heat up the bottle with hot tap water first,
even though we don’t suggest pouring boiled water into your soulmate.
However, to avoid shattering, the temperature difference between
your bottle and the liquid should not exceed 40°C.

